As an initial step SUPERFISH was used to carry out an extensive parameter study of the possible geometries at a single energy, 20 MeV. Parameters varied were the tank diameter D, the drift-tube diameter h, the outside corner radius of the drift-tube r, and the face angle of the drift-tube a.
Variables held constant were the nose radius n and the bore radius b. The gap length g was used to tune the cavity to 80 MHz. These parameters are shown in Fig. 1 .
This study showed the existence of maxima in the product ZT2 as a function of the tank diameter D. Figure 2 shows sample plots of ZT2 vs length for sets of a and D values with h, r, n and b fixed.
As expected, the maxima are higher with increasing face angle.
The product ZT2 is also larger with larger corner radii and it increases with decreasing drift-tube diameter. Varying the face angle appears to shift the surface on which the maximum occurs. For a _ 0°t he maximum field occurs on the outer corner of the drift-tube.
As the angle is increased, the position of the maximum field shifts down the face to the nose. At the same time, the magnitude of the maximum first decreases then increases as the maximum shifts from the corner to the nose. The drift-tube diameters will be as small as can accommodate the quadrupoles. At this time, it appears that the front end tubes will be 42 cm in diameter with a bore radius of 2.5 cm. At about 5 MeV, the outer diameter will decrease to 38 cm, provided a quadrupole with the necessary strength can be fitted into this diameter. At the same position, the bore radius increases to 3 cm.
We are now studying the beam dynamics of the FMIT linac.
We are examining the influence of space charge on the beam with PARMILA runs using SUPERFISH generated input data. The best focusing for minimum' beam spill may require stronger quadrupoles than those considered up to this point. This could change the present design by requiring larger diameter drift tubes. The feasibility of fixed length, fixed strength quads in several groups is being investigated because a simpler overall system would result.
The dynamics work also shows that a -40°synchronous phase angle at 2
MeV, tapering to -300 at about S MeV, may be advantageous in matching to the input from the rf quadrurole structure and for controlling beam spill.
If the stable phase is increased, there would be an increase in the number of drift tubes and in the length of the drift-tube section of the machine.
In any event, the investigation of the geometry using SUPERFISH will enable the resulting design to be as energy efficient as possible under the constraints.
Summary
The rf cavity code SUPERFISH has been used to investigate the relation between the geometry and the product ZT2 for the FMIT linac. The information so obtained will allow the design of a machine that attains very nearly the maximum average value of zT2 consistent with holding the maximum electric surface field below 10.5 MV/m. The final choice of the design parameters will depend on beam dynamics calculations and on the design of the quadrupole magnets. A final iteration using SUPERFISH will produce a machine of minimal power consumption.
